
Maari™ 

Sled Base Seating

The Maari family of seating brings interiors to life through simple specification for a range 
of applications. Maari is everywhere—its gentle and inviting design offers simplicity and 
warmth in an aesthetic that provides balance within a space. Maari sled base chairs are 
adaptable to any space, providing the versatility people need throughout the day.



One Chair, Many Spaces
Maari was influenced by our knowledge of seat and back contours, 
and Patricia Urquiola’s design vision. The shell cradles you with 
distraction-free comfort in a warm aesthetic that makes you feel at 
home. Maari sled base chairs and stools can be used across a variety 
of applications, in almost setting.  

Features
With its mix of materials and tactile softness, Maari artfully blends 
beauty, form, and function. Its statement of line is rooted in a 
one-piece, textured, molded shell that is the same for all chairs for 
simplicity of specification. Combine sled base chairs and stools with 
4-star, 5-star, 4-leg, and wood base seating to accommodate diverse 
seating needs within one product family.

Fixed-height chair or stool – Offers choice in seating, from standard 
table height to counter and bar heights.

Gentle, rounded shape – Complements other products in the 
Haworth portfolio.

Wide seat and back – Designed with a built-in level of support to 
accommodate a broader range of users.

Optional upholstered seat and back pad – Offers additional 
comfort for longer periods of sitting, as well as aesthetic detail.

Seating

Low-back stool – Creates visual choice for fixed-height seating.

Chairs available with or without arms – Enables a variety of 
workstyles; arms provide upper body support.

Chairs stack 5-high on the floor – Keep chairs tidy and optimize 
space.

Chairs stack 16-high on a cart (non-upholstered) – Provides 
efficient storage and accessibility.

For high-density applications such as large meeting or presentation 
rooms, refresh areas and break rooms; may also be appropriate 
for healthcare and education environments. To see the complete 
statement of line, refer to Maari Details.

Colors, Materials, Finishes
Maari offers a fresh, expressive design that allows for adding 
personality and aesthetic continuity through finishes and colors. 
Choose from a mix of materials, nine shell colors, and matte paint 
options for variety and warmth. Select colors are available  
for a monochromatic look with matching shell, base, and arms.  

Awards and Innovations
• Interior Design 2018 Best of Year Award

To learn more, visit haworth.com.
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